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introduction
Russia, the world's biggest country, outskirts European and Asian nations and also the Pacific and Arctic seas. Its scene 
ranges from tundra and backwoods to subtropical shorelines. It's well known for Moscow's Bolshoi and St. Petersburg's 
Mariinsky expressive dance organizations. St. Petersburg, established by Russian pioneer Peter the Great, has the 
ornate Winter Palace, now lodging piece of the State Hermitage Museum's craft accumulation. Russia’s population is 
143,964,709. In Russia the language they speak is eastern Slavic.



Trade

1. Russia mostly exports energy, petroleum, gas, coal and rolled steel
2.Russian imports are packaged medicaments, cars, vehicle parts, raw materials and heating machinery
3. Russia mostly trades with European countries, China and America
4. Russian trade has continuously decreased since 2012, as they are doing less trading between 2012 and 2016 back then.



Migration

1.The population of Russia’s migrants is 1.7 thousand.
2. With the jobs, most work stopped because men and women hasn’t been paid in weeks because from migrants.
3. With the Russian people unemployed they stand around doing nothing for the country.
4. Since they have no money they now live on the  streets with poorly clothes for cold weather and stand next to the fire, 
cooking Carrot gruel, in Russia they are 11 million foreigners, most don’t have visas. 



Tourism
Russia has various tourist destinations you can go to are
1. Saint basils cathedral
2. Red square
3. Winter Palace
4. Moscow Kremlin
And the place with the most tourism statistics is none other than Moscow



Aid
Russia has a yearly remote guide spending which can be utilized as a part of an assortment of ways. Likewise, Russia gives help to countries past that financial plan in different circumstances. 

Russia was one of the primary countries to offer the US help after tropical storm Katrina, sending medicinal supplies, inquiry and safeguard vehicles, staff, and 6 tons of drinking water. 

Russia was likewise the principal country to contact Canada to offer assistance with its extreme rapidly spreading fires in 2016, and offered to send water planes and firefighters. 

Russia sent two Be-200 water planes to Portugal to enable them to battle rapidly spreading fires, in 2016. 

Russia Provides Two Be-200 Aircraft on Portuguese Fire-Fighting Mission 

Russia has quite recently sent Mexico 35 tons of compassionate guide supplies to help them after the seismic tremor on September 19, 2017. 

Correspondingly, Russia offered help to Italy and Ecuador in 2016 to help with the fallout of the quakes that happened in their particular districts. I don't realize what help Italy acknowledged from Russia, yet 
Ecuador got 30 tons of provisions from Russia. 

Russia has sent and keeps on sending a lot of compassionate guide to East Ukraine and Syria. Moreover, a year ago, Russian kids sent Syrian youngsters 45 tons of New Years presents. 

Russian kids send 45 tons of New Year's available to Syrian children 

Russia has excused previous Soviet conditions of over $100 billion owing debtors, going up against the cost themselves. In 2014, Russia likewise excused $32 billion/90% of Cuba's obligation to them. 

Amid the post-2008 worldwide money related emergency caused by the US, Russia expanded its yearly remote guide spending plan by 40% to enable neighbouring nations to adapt. 

Russia has been a pioneer in helping battle the Ebola emergency in West Africa since 2013, sending specialists, versatile healing facilities, and giving labs. Russia additionally created what is accounted for as the 
world's first Ebola immunization, and has been sending vials of it to the district since June of this current year. 

As per a 2014 post made by The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, "In 2013 helpful guide was given to 22 nations including Syria, Cuba, China, Nicaragua, Philippines, and so on. Focal Asian 
republics alone have profited from Russian guide worth USD 4,5 bln". 

About Russian philanthropic guide to outside nations 

That same post likewise says, "Russia has been a dynamic member in Gaza reproduction endeavors for a long time. Russia trains regular citizen Palestinian masters, sends helpful guide and specialists." 

A later article refers to Russia's UN agent as saying that Russia has conveyed in excess of 650 tons of sustenance help to more than 110 nations in the previous 10 years.



Defence
1. In Russian defence the age to sign up for is between 18-27
2. Russia’s military is second in the world to America
3. Russia’s manpower is 70,000,000
4. Russia has numerous nuclear weapons in case of a county tries to invade
5. From Russia being the biggest country in the world it makes it really hard for countries to invade 

their territory  




